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Social capital  

its extraordinary power, and how to

harness it to achieve your mission.

Here is my model. It is based on five years of applying this approach at SolarAid and 
learning from its application. With each step, I’ve given a link to a blog to expand on the 
thinking with examples I’ve spotted from other organisations. Over the course of five years I 
have written 100 blog posts as I developed this approach.

the first two steps are critical.

1  Understand the paradigm shift, so you can begin to adopt a new mind-set. If you aren’t 
thinking in the right way, then you simply won’t do the right things. It will also give you 

the courage to do things differently – helping you understand why fundraising is under such an 
intense spot-light and why choosing to do things differently makes sense. It will also shed light 
on the huge opportunity.

Explore more here: https://ifundraiser.wordpress.com/2016/01/14/understand-why/

2 You need a consistent story. the best way to do this is to tune into and give stronger 
roots to your why, your purpose i.e. your mission. a quick test: ask 10 people in your 

organisation what your purpose is – if they answer differently then you have some work to do. 
remember it’s not what you do its why you do what you do.

Explore more here: https://ifundraiser.wordpress.com/2012/05/19/why-you-do-what-you-do/

3 Find people who believe in what you believe. who shares your values and your mission? 
and who has their attention? these will be the ones who will naturally share what you do. 

Explore more here: https://ifundraiser.wordpress.com/2016/06/26/who-is-spreading-your-
message/

4 Get others to share that story. your story is stronger coming from others. and remember 
you do not know who people are connected to. this is why it’s so important to change 

the mind set from response i.e. get money out of me, to how can you inspire me to spread your 
story. how can you encourage others to tell your story? It means really proactively promoting 
story-telling throughout your organisation.

Explore more here: https://ifundraiser.wordpress.com/2017/04/05/digital_is_not_a_channel/
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5 Give a great supporter experience. Give such an amazing experience that people talk 
about it. of course, this applies to thanking but also the giving process (think ‘wow 

experience’ not transaction). also, are you ready to respond when someone emails your info@ 
address because the moment they press send is when you have their attention, and attention is 
now scarce. you need to be ready to react before they lose interest and try someone else more 
interested instead!

Explore more here: https://ifundraiser.wordpress.com/2016/03/07/what-experience-do-you-
give/

seek feedback to learn more about your audience so you can find people who believe what 
you believe even better (back to 3.). one simple way is to ask donors why they chose to 
support you at the point of giving. It actually adds to their experience.

Explore more here: https://ifundraiser.wordpress.com/2016/11/16/five-star-reviews/

with each of these you will need new measures (and you will need to stop old measures 
otherwise people will just do what they always do). 

how do you know you are progressing on your mission and you are creating a better supporter 
experience? measure what you want to happen.

Explore more here: https://ifundraiser.wordpress.com/2017/10/15/measure-the-magic/

For a more in depth read check out my report for the commission on the donor experience – 
Supporters as Champions of your Mission, which you can find on soFII. 

Summary: http://sofii.org/article/cde-project-18-summary

Full report: http://sofii.org/images/articles/the-commission-on-the-donor-experience/Fp18-
supporters-as-champions-for-your-mission-FInaL.pdf
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What are your initial ideas for exploring this model? What are the first steps? 
the books to read? the people to talk to? the decisions to make?

?
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I’d love to hear how you get on. Feel free to share your progress or questions in the members 
club Facebook Group and I’ll help where I can.      

richard turner
richard.turner@ifundraiser.co.uk

@ifundraiser
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